Abstract: Knowledge immune from the moral and ethical principles based on a belief system as that of Islam has failed to address the hydra-leaded problems facing the world. Knowing about truth is possible not just by using acquired knowledge based on human reasoning or intellect. In other words, knowing is about 'becoming' or 'being'. The state of 'being' requires a continuous process of searching for the truth i.e. reality. However, given the diversity in human knowledge based simply on rationality and reasoning, it is a stupendous task to integrate the acquired knowledge of a discipline like that of economics with revealed knowledge i.e. on Islamic world view (IWV). This study attempts to identify the existing courses in Economics based on so-called conventional wisdom and suggest the process of integrating the knowledge of IWV usng the sources derived from the Quran, Sunnah, Qiyas and Ijtihad. As for the operationalization, this study involves different potential stake-holders such as, institutions, teachers, students, sharia scholars, parents, and lastly the markets as components of demand and supply side.
I. BACKGROUND
To acquire knowledge is vital for every human being regardless of his faith. All the living religions either revealed or non-revealed put equal emphasis on acquiring knowledge.
1 Islam as one of the revealed religions has a special emphasis on acquiring knowledge 2 by its followers -the Muslims. The holy
Quran being the word of God as well as the primary source of the religion of Islam commands all human beings to read in the name of God who has created this world with everything there in. 3 The association of According to AI-Attas (1978) all knowledge comes from God since it has been understood to mean the Holy Quran; the Revealed Law (Shariah); the Sunnah, Islam, Faith (Iman); spiritual knowledge, wisdom and Gnosis He further elaborates that the first kind of knowledge is given by God through revelation to man; and this refers to the Holy Quran. The Sunnah of Holy prophet (pbuh) implying the manner of interpreting God's law (shariah) in daily life and practice is also part of the knowledge. The shariah is God's law embodied in the Holy Quran and manifested in word (qawl) model action (fi'il) and silent confirmation (taqrir) in the Sunnah which includes spiritual knowledge and wisdom. So, the Holy Quran, the Sunnah, the shariah, ilm al-dunniyy and hikmah (knowledge and wisdom of this world) are the essential elements of the first kind of knowledge. The second kind of knowledge that can be acquired through man's acts of worship and devotion is the spiritual knowledge (AI-Attas (1978) , pp. 136-139).
2
According to Ali Ashraf (in EI-Edrus, 1990, Foreword) knowledge comes from knowing. Knowing, in its essence, is 'becoming' and 'being'. The 'Being' ofa person is thus a continuous process of transformation. There is no gap in true knowing and becoming. The gap generally envisaged in some western philosophy between knowing one thing intellectual and not becoming emotionally totally affected by it, in other words, doubts are still lingering in the mind about certainty of the thing known. According to the Quran so long as this gap exists, a person has not acquired knowledge. What the person acquires is conjectural knowledge.
3
That knowledge is one of the central concerns of the Quran becomes evident from the following verses which say" Are those equal, those who know and those who do not know?" (39:9) and again Quran says, "Are the blind equal with those who see?" (13: 16) For further details on the Quranic value of knowledge see AI-Edrus note 6 chapter 1. AI-Edrus has examined the theory of knowledge in the Quran from various angles. In this book he has also presented the views of different scholars -both Muslims and non-Muslims on the concepts, history as well as the theory of knowledge.
learning or acquiring knowledge with the creator, God Himself and His creation has, in fact, set the precondition for the seekers of knowledge. Another aspect of knowledge is the search for truth. In the quest for finding that truth, we acquire knowledge of anything through our understanding of that thing. A true believer in God is required to search for knowledge that is coming from God called revealed knowledge (wahy). The second source from which knowledge comes is through the application of human intellect or reasoning (Aql) in order to understand the laws and relationships pertaining to human behaviour. This study will attempt to focus on how to transform the acquired aspect of human knowledge in one of the disciplines called economics and integrate it with the revealed knowledge the basis of which can be both primary source, the Quran and the secondary sources i.e., the Sunna together with the tertiary sources i.e., consensus (Ijtihad or Ijma) and analogy (Qiyas).
4

II. WHAT IS ISLAMIZATION
The study of economics like any other branches of knowledge i.e., history, sociology, -.psychology, arts, science and geography etc. must, therefore, be guided by God's perception of that particular aspect of knowledge. This perception is made available to the human being through the revealed knowledge. 5 The sources of the knowledge as desired by God could be both primary comprising the holy Quran as well as the secondary comprising the tradition of the prophet (p.b.u.h.). The secondary sources also include the principles, laws and precedences in conformity with the shariah comprising the Quran and the Sunnah. Any knowledge that is acquired by man i.e., conjectural knowledge (zanu in arabic) but does not conform to the criteria as laid down in the above stated primary and secondary sources needs either to be rejected or be brought in line with the ethical foundations as required by the broader context of the shariah. 6 So, the process of transforming such acquired knowledge in any discipline in the light of the Quran and the Sunnah including the laws and principles to be deducted there from with the help of ljma and Qiyas can be called as Islamization.
Islamization process has been explained by different scholars in different ways. According to Faruqi (cited in News Bulletin of 110M, Oct. -Dec. 1995) it requires that 'every claim pass through the tests of internal coherence, correspondence with reality, and enhancement of human life and morality'. This process, according to Kamal Hassan (Also cited in News Bulletin 1995) may also mean an exercise involving critical appreciation, elimination, separation and reconstruction. According to Abu Sulayman (1989, pp. 141-143) , since Islamization implies correct direction, correct objectives, and correct philosophy it is reformation in nature, constructive, ethical, rightly guided, and tawhidi.
What the above stated ideas seem to suggest is that Islamization of economics like any other discipline must be comprehended within the framework of Islamic world view whose very foundation is based on moral, ethical and spiritual belief-system as enshrined in Islam. Despite the differences existing in detailed conceptual matters relating to Islamization of 5 All the four principal sunni schools of jurisprudence comprising the Hanafi the Maliki, the Shafie and the Hanbali accept the validity of the four sources enjoined by" the sharia; first being the holy Quran, the second, the sunna and tradition of the prophet (pbuh), the third, consensus (Ijma) and fourth, the analogy (Qiyas). The Shiites accept only the first three sources but replace the fourth one, Qiyas by reason i.e., Aql. For details on these sources see Nomani and Rahnema (1995, pp. 1-16) . 6 The attempts to bring the acquired knowledge inconfromity with the shariah are widely discussed by the scholars (lilT, IKS-5, 1989 part VI; Sadeq, 1995; Arif, 1987; Molla et. al (ed.), 1988) , chap. 1; Moten et. al. (ed) . 1990, Part l(c); Kahf, 1979, Chap. I; Abu Sulayman in ATP, USA, 1976, pp. 8-42 under the concept of methodology. Despite differences in the style of their arguments on the topic. Particularly dealing with the primary, secondary and tertiary sources, most of them agree that there is a need for Ijtihad to deal with the newly emerging economic problems and issues facing the mankind in general and Muslims in particular.
Economics, 7 the shariah compatibility as perceived from the primary and secondary including tertiary sources (Farhad & Ali, 1995) emerges as the fundamental basis in the efforts towards Islamization.
Having briefly delved on the conceptual aspect of Islamization, let us briefly examine the different dimensions of the concept of economics and their implications for Islamization.
III. WHAT IS ECONOMICS AND ITS RELEVANCE TO ISLAMIZATION
Conventional economics as opposed to Islamic economics, as understood by a layman, studies human behavior in the ordinary business of life. Although, this definition appears quite simplistic, it is perhaps the most comprehensive definition of economics in the sense that it appears to cover all that we perform in terms of thinking, engaging in useful activities pertaining to earnings and spendings, eating, drinking, resting, travelling, sleeping and what not, in our daily life. That time is one of the central pre-occupations in contemporary industrial society becomes evident from Blyton's (1992) work on times, work and organization. 8 The comprehensiveness of this definition explains why Keynes, the father of modern. Macroeconomics said the four-fifths of what we do and think centers round a single activity called economics. L. Robbin's definition, among many others, appears to be highly technical as well as most commonly used one. According to Robbins, economics studies human behaviour as a relationship between ends and scarce means which have alternative uses. So, professionally speaking, economics is concerned with the efficient utilization or management of limited productive resources for the purpose of attaining the maximum satisfaction of human material wants.
Whatever way the traditional or secular economics is defined it appears to be characterized by material aspects for the temporal world, unlimited wants within the purview of limited or scarce means and maximum satisfaction of a self-interested or egoistic man. To be 7
Islamization of knowledge represents a type of knowledge based upon revealed norms and ideals of the Divine message. It stresses the need for action to achieve mastery and command both in the field of legacy and modern sciences and making provisions', for acquiring the required skills and resources for it (lIlT, IKS No.1, 1989, pp. 84 -93) . 8 Attitudes to and experience of time are conditioned by social life, particularly by membership of an occupational group. Time at work has to be understood within the context of a western culture with the dominant perspective of an economic orientation to time. This tends towards times rationalization and commodification. This commoditized approach to time has been highlighted as of crucial significance to the way much work is organized. Blyton et. al. (1992, p. 3).
specifically speaking, in a world of consumers and producers, the attainment of maximum satisfaction in terms of utilities and profits being measured in quantitative terms is the single most purpose of human existence. The degree of fulfilment of this purpose is further preconditioned by the presence of a rational behaviour of both consumers and producers such as, the measurability of utilities and profits, the private ownership in absolute sense, the economic freedom at the individual level decision-making in an environment of a freely competitive market.
IV. SECULAR WORLD VIEW (SWV) IN COMMON ECONOMICS
Conceptually speaking, common economics deals with the temporal world where individualism, quantitative measurement of happiness, absolute ownership of resources in all conceivable forms, unregulated market and social Darwinism manifest through the survival of the fittest emerge as the key elements. It seems common economics is partial and obviously lacks comprehensiveness, coherence and ethical considerations. As if, beyond human beings, nature and environment, nothing else exists. Because of the failure of common economics to conceive of a third and most powerful force that binds together human being with natural kingdom, the existence of God as manifest through the unity of the creator and of creation, unification of truth and knowledge, unity of life and unity of humanity 9 is virtually denied. This explains why common economics comes under the preview of secular world where God, even though, exists but is expected to play no role. Man being considered as the Supreme Being is empowered to dominate the entire natural kingdom in the way he likes as long as his own interest is served.
There is no denying the fact that common economics even in the presence of all the preconditions has failed to satisfy even the barest minimum of human material wants in this temporal world. This observation holds for all countries regardless of whether it accepts (i.e., Christian world) or rejects (i.e., Communist world) the role of the third and most powerful force i.e., God in terms of how to make use of the nature for the satisfaction of human material wants. Despite tremendous advancement in terms of new tools, new institutions, new strategies, policies and goals, the basic problems of production, consumption and distribution confronting the human 9 IIIT, IKS, No.1, 1989, Chap. IV. beings could not be resolved. Not only that the pursuit of two objectives of maximizing profits and of utilities has, in fact, turned the economic man into a selfcentered man with no moral scruples. Regardless of the degree of material achievements either at the micro or macro level, deprivations and dissatisfactions have destroyed the whole social fabrics.
10
This warrants the need for Islamizing common economics by way of testing the elements of common economics through the moral filter. Before going to examine the methods and problems involved in the Islamization effort it would therefore be appropriate to discuss the reasons why common economics needs to be tailored to fit into the Islamic world view in general and Islamizing of economics in particular. However, our intention here is not to deliberate on the detailed conceptual and other dimensions of Islamic world view, as such.
11
V. ISLAMIC WORLD VIEW (IWV) IN COMMON ECONOMICS
It would not be wrong to say that most of what characterizes common economics fail to pass the moral test (vide Chart 1). Islamic world view providing the foundation for applying Islamic economics or what we call shariah compatible aspect of common economics is based on moral, ethical and spiritual dimensions of the value system. Islamic world view (IWV) assumes God consciousness while performing economic activities as reflected through muamalah. In other words, IWV implies the omni-presence of Godconsciousness in the entire thought process of an individual as consumer and producer. As a value system this view assumes the existence of God, the creator in the first place followed by the entire natural kingdom -the universe geared to making the existence of human being meaningful in this world.
12 So, the 10
In his book Vadillo (1991) has highlighted the exploitative aspect of secular economic operations either through riba or monopoly power. According to him, the end of economics is because of unjust practices being pursued by the Western free market capitalistic system.
11
According to Acikgenc (1996) a world view is the mental domain within which the mind functions. A world view is not constructed, but rather formed in the mind of an individual in a casual manner. In the regard, the culture, technology, scientific and speculative ideas acquired through one's education together help form and kind of habit that is dominant in one's life. This, in turn, contributes to the formation of a particular worldview of an individual being depending on whether he believes in the unity of God (Tawhid), the messenger (Risalah), vicegerency (Khilafah) in the hereafter (Akhira) and unity of mankind (universal brotherhood).
12 Chapra (1992, pp. 201-213) mentions of three fundamental principles namely tawhid (unity), khilafah (vicegerency) and adalah (justice) that not only frame the Islamic world view but also constitute the fountain head of the maqasid alshariah (goals of shariah) and the strategy. While tawhid implies divine unity, khilafah inlcudes universal, brotherhood, trusteeship, humble lifestyle, and human freedom, the justice (Adalah) includes need-fulfilment, lawful means of earning, equitable distribution of income and wealth together with growth and stability.
three-way relationships as can be transpired through Islamic world view -man-man, man-nature and manGod within the context of faith, risalah and Akhira have made man the most accountable to God for how to live and act as a trustee as well as vicegerent in this world. Having the status of superior most being among the God's creations, 13 man is given freedom to choose either to live like an economic man or an Islamic man. As such, while the entire thought process of an economic man within the context of materialconsciousness as reflected in the ordinary business of life will form a world view of his own only compatible with secular world. But an Islamic man within the context of God-consciousness will form a world view compatible with Islamic world.
An Islamic man being the believer of this world and the world hereafter, instead of maximizing his material satisfaction, is committed to maximize the pleasure of God alone i.e., 'Falah'. This, in fact, is the main purpose of human existence in this world. To maximize the pleasure of God, man is encouraged to be modest, compassionate and just in everything and not a mere maximizer of anything beneficial to him only in this world, I regardless of his role as a consumer, producer, buyer, seller, earner, spender, saver, investor, employer, employee etc. etc. The key word for all these agents of change is moderation (Kamal Hassan, 2011 & 2013 ).
An Islamic man being guided by the three-way relationships i.e., Tawhid, Risalah and Akhirah 14 is expected to pursue collective interest in place of selfinterest, enjoy being trustee rather than being absolute owner, share rather than compete, live not for himself alone but along with others. Apart from accepting internalizing and practicing the five basic tenets of Islam, 15 an Islamic man is also enjoined to distinguish good from bad, virtues from vices, dos from don'ts, benevolence from exploitation and just from unjust. All these attributes of an Islamic man are expected to be possessed by everybody in his capacity, either as individual or head of the family, community,
13
The Quran is quite emphatic in this regard: "God has made the ships (the winds which drive them) subject to you..., and the rivers... the sun and moon, day and night." (Quran 14:32-83). The Quran further says He has made the seas subservient to you, camels and cattle all that is on earth and in heaven (Quran 16: 14; (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) 22:65; 45: 12) . 14 God has created man capable "in the best of forms" (Quran 95:4). He has given him all the equipment's necessary to achieve fulfilment of the divine imperatives. Above all, God who created everything perfect... created man out of earth Perfected and; breathed into him of His own spirit. He has bestowed upon him" his hearing, his sight and his heart (Quran 32:7-8)." 15 The five tenets of Islam include the belief in Allah, belief in his messanger, the prophet (pbuh) and His Book, establishing prayer, paying zakah (poor's due), and performing Hajj. organization, institution or state. The need for Islamization of common economics, therefore, involves, the transformation of an economic man guided by all the attributes of a secular world view into an Islamic man guided by all the attributes of Islamic world view as delineated above.
VI. ISLAMIZING COMMON ECONOMICS OR ISLAMIC ECONOMICS?
The question now arises as to whether this transformation process would be served better by Islamizing common economics in terms of moral filter or by introducing Islamic economics as can be derived from the primary and secondary sources only. There are opinions in favour of both. These who are in favour of the former but against the later argue that since the already developed positive common economics contains lot of elements some of which are not only universally true but also value neutral, an Islamic man can benefit from them by way of critical appreciation, elimination, separation and reconstruction of these theories and concept. 16 This boils down to examining common economics through the moral filter. Those who are in favour of the later but against the former argue equally strongly by saying that the concepts, theories and laws developed so far are the direct products of secular western thought process based on material world-consciousness. As such, they fail to pass through the tests of internal coherence, correspondence with reality, and enhancement of human life and morality within the perspective of Islamic world view based on material and spiritual world-consciousness. Given this limitation, our attempt here is directed towards the operational aspects of Islamizing common economics. What follows will try to answer the fundamental questions of 'Islamizing for whom' 'how to Islamize' and 'by whom'.
VII. ISLAMIZATION 'FOR AND BY WHOM?'
The Islamization effort involves two aspectsdemand and supply. The demand side involves the 16 Professor Kamal Hassan mentions of seven processes involved in the efforts towards Islamization of any discipline. These processes include decentralisation; critical review; critical appreciation and revision of the existing body of knowledge; filtrations of the existing body of knowledge by the filter of tawhid; integration and infusion; rejection and demolition of certain existing structures within the body of knowledge and finally reconstruction and reformulation of the discipline to come up within a respectable body of knowledge comparable to what is best in the conventional knowledge that can withstand the test of scientific scrutiny. In fact, the processes involved in the Islamization as listed above are mutually inclusive and not exclusive in the sense that all these processes can be achieved through a single process involving the use of 'moral filter to seek the truth'. students and their parents, the institutions, organizations, firms and enterprises in the role of employers. The supply side involves primarily-the academic institutions working within the objectives of state machinery for imparting knowledge. The teachers, philosophers and thinkers are equally important in this process in so far as their role in imparting appropriate knowledge is concerned. Abu Sulayman (1989, pp. 149-153) has rightly emphasized the role the Islamic academic institutions are expected to play in achieving the goals of Islamization. In the efforts towards Islamization it will be necessary to direct the energies of researchers, scholars, teachers and students toward the new Islamic intellectual framework. Abu Sulayman has also mentioned of five steps required to be undertaken by the Islamic educational institutions in the Islamic process. It appears that the most crucial role is to be played by the society and the value system transpired through it.
The society as a single entity plays a multidimensional role. It influences the value system of the parents, students and employers from the demand side and also creates appropriate environments for those who are acting from the supply side. The society of which producers, consumes and employers form the individual entities also provides the testing as well as the breeding ground for evolving new ideas, assumptions, principles, laws and theories which, in turn, finally govern the society. The mere enforcement of decisions on Islamization of economics from one of these two sides will not deliver the desired results. The half-hearted attempt from one side may achieve short term political goals but may likely to jeopardize the long term goals of a fully-fledged Islamic society where the fresh need for Islamizing common economics may not be warranted.
That there is need for appropriate economic environment as a testing ground for the Islamization process becomes evident from the emergence of Islamic financial system. This, perhaps, explains why the Islamic Banking system gained so much importance in a number of countries regardless of religious faiths' since the latter half of the 1970s. It was during that time, the huge oil-surplus deposited in the Western interest-based banks was lent out to the capital-shy countries on easy term and conditions. The failure to make productive utilization of the loan brought disaster in the form of debt burdens to most of the borrowing countries and in particular the LatinAmerican countries. The cumulative effect of the principal borrowed along with the compound interest charges reached beyond the ability of some big borrowers. The interest-based lending of mid 1970s can be held responsible for triggering demand-pull as well as cost push-inflation, the spiraling effects of which contributed to unemployment, erosion of purchasing power and subsequently the world-wide recession of early 1980s from the grip of which the world is yet to recover. It was because of this failure of the conventional interest-based financial system that the Muslim countries got the impetus of experimenting with the novel Islamic financial system. Based on this experience one can equally strongly argue that the lack of initiatives by the Muslim countries to partially replace secular fiscal system by Islamic fiscal system failed to create a proper environment for the experiment of another most fundamental institution of Islam i.e. Baitul Mal through zakat implementation.
At the moment the Muslim world as a whole with the exception of perhaps Iran (Valibeigi, 1991) and to some extent Saudi Arabia has failed to create appropriate environment for Islamization process. However, the attempts are being made in countries like Sudan and Pakistan for creating a testing ground for gradual Islamization of the society in general and the economy in particular. Libya's attempt to ensue social justice in all spheres of life by way of implementing Islamic brand of socialism has created controversies in the Muslim world although Islamic social order is accepted as one of the most significant cardinal principles of Islam.
VIII. CREATING APPROPRIATE ENVIRONMENT FOR ISLAMIZATION
The demand and supply side involves the interactions among three namely, the students, and their parents, the employers i.e., the market and the institutions operationalizing through state policies. In other worlds, the products (students) the market and the producers (firm) i.e., the academic institutions form the important components in the Islamization process. The success of Islamization effort will, therefore depend on how the problems confronting these components are addressed to:
As for the students and parents are concerned, the curriculum on economics particularly from the secondary level needs to be redesigned with appropriate mix of general as well as religious inputs. The secondary level including the pre-university or matriculation should provide enough choices for choosing alternative courses that fit into their future plan of study at the tertiary level. The existing course on common economics beginning from the standard Nine up to standard Twelve (from 9th to 12th year of Education at the secondary level) will be required to introduce to the students some basic economic ideas from the secular as well as Islamic world view (vide Chart 1). This course can be taken by the students regardless of their religious and ethnic backgrounds. Thus, the curriculum on common economics at the preuniversity level is expected to create an urge both among the students and their parents to go for higher studies in Islamic Economics.
Having gone through the existing courses on common economics designed to suit the interest of the secular world, the students seem to have failed so far to appreciate the beauty Islamic Economics or Islamized part of common economics (vide App.). Thus, the primary aim of this newly designed courses on Islamized economics is not merely to impart additional knowledge based on the primary and secondary sources of shariah but also to prepare the new seekers of knowledge to internalize the core values such as moderation, compassion, cooperation, sharing, growing consciousness for needs and not affluence and practice them in the real life world. This is to demonstrate the practicability of the ideas as enjoined by the universal religion of Islam. In fact, a new breed of consumers and producers will be produced through the process of imparting knowledge. It needs no mentioning that the existing knowledge in common economics has been most successful only in producing a materialistically oriented economic man as opposed to Islamic man who is ethically guided with all the attributes of IWV as can be evidenced from Chart 1.
Production and consumption comprise the two most fundamental economic activities. The producers are usually induced by the market under SWV to produce goods and services regardless of the socio-economic standing of the demanders. Given the income inelastic ~ nature of the essentials and the income elastic nature of the items of luxuries and comforts, the market is always bent towards producing more of non-essentials compared to essentials as the economy grows. Our new breed of consumers and producers are expected to emerge in terms of creating appropriate environment required both for implementing and testing the knowledge gained through Islamization of Economics together with other behavioral disciplines.
The third and most important element involved in the process of Islamization is the academic institution meant for imparting knowledge. Of this institution, teachers occupy a central position. Since our Islamization effort requires scholars having knowledge both in common economics and in the sources of sharia-based knowledge in Economics, existing teaching methodology needs to be overhauled. . The existing style of teaching based on preparing lectures from the available text/reference books on common economics will no longer be suitable for teaching Islamized economics or Islamic economics. This is because the teaching of Islamic economics requires the knowledge and understanding of shariah-based knowledge in economies, too. The new system will require a continuous dialogue between a western trained economist and the Ulama having a reasonably good grasp over the basic ideas on economics in line with the shariah. Such a dialogue will be redundant for those scholars who have gained expertise both in common economics and in the shariah.
The new system warrants a substantial part of the class lecture needs be prepared based on the continuous dialogues among the relevant professionals as classified below. The subject matter of the dialogue will have a focus on ideas, theories and examples pertaining to the relevant taught courses on common economics some of which are presented in App. Chart I. The issues of dialogues (vide Chart I) will be decided beforehand to facilitate preparation and active contribution by the participants. Based on the similar attempt by Anas Zarqa (1988, pp. 63-64 ) the professionals under consideration required to be involved in the dialogue process can be classified under four main categories:
The successful implementation of Islamizing common economics will depend on the availability of scholars under categories 1 & 2. The dialogue process warranted by this process will require the recruitment of teachers under these two categories. In view of the very limited availability of teachers under category 2, at least two or three teachers under category I will be needed to facilitate the preparation of class lectures based on continuous dialogue process in the department.
The professionals with practical experience like Umar Chapra, Ziauddin ahmad, Khurshid Ahmad, Nizatullah Siddiqui, Anaszarqa, Monzer Kahf, Akram Khan to mention a few under category 2 can be invited occasionally to help resolve the tricky issues discussed as per Chart 1 and App. Chart I. It is expected that with the help of this dialogue process lot of current debates pertaining to deductive or inductive methods of Islamizing economics (Sadeque, 1995; Khan and Anas Zarqa in Molla et. al., 1988; ATP, 1976 , Aidit, 1989 among many others referred to in this study) can be resolved.
Under Category I, the scholars in shariah with some knowledge of economics will be invited to contribute to the new principles and theories of Islamic or Islamized economics as well as providing answers to resolve the emerging modern problems (vide Chart I);
Under Category II, those scholars having expertise both in shariah and economics will be invited to contribute to search positive postulates and statements pertaining to economics as evidenced in the shariah; Under Category III, the scholars having expertise in common economics with some understanding of shariah will be invited to deliberate on such important current macro but I positively focused issues namely, factors promoting or inhibiting growth, factors contributing to inflation, low productivity, recession and unemployment etc.;
Under Category IV, the scholars having expertise only in economics may deliberate on the analysis of the consequences of the positive aspects of Islamic economics such as Islamic taxes, incentive effects of zakat and other voluntary contributions like waqaf, sadaqah etc.; 
APPENDIX: CHART 1
Process of Islamizing Some Fundamental Economic Ideas
Economics as a Discipline
Positive, materialistic and for temporal world only. Normative, material and spiritual for this world and the world hereafter.
Utility and Profit Maximization
Economic man either as a consumer/producer is concerned with the maximization of utility and profits.
Islamic man or ethically committed man is concerned more with the maximization of God's pleasure (falah) above that are quantifiably measurable everything together with utility and profits compatible with shariah.
Self-interest Primacy of self-interest i.e., egoism Primacy of collective and other's interest i.e., altruism.
Limited means but unlimited wants
While means/resources are limited/scarce in supply, wants are unlimited Means/resources are adequate from broader perspective the sustenance of all God's living creations provided there is no wastage and underutilization and moderation in consumption prevails.
Efficient Utilization and management of scarce resources.
Efficient utilization resources to produce almost anything either halal (Shariahcompatible) or harm (forbidden) with no emphasis on equitable distribution of its output.
Efficient utilization and equitable distribution are equally emphasized and: resources not to be used for forbidden/harmful things eg., wine, port meat, immoral enjoyments, pork meat, destructive weapons, luxuries etc.
Ownership of resources
Absolute ownership with no limits as long as the resources are legally acquired based on the law of the land and regardless of the nature status of use.
Absolute ownership lies with God, men are just trustees and restrained to own excessive resources that cannot be effectively utilized, moderation in possessions like consumption in needs rather than want fulfillments.
Free Market Market works as an invisible hand to direct both consumers and producers to of make efficient decisions.
Free Market remains as long as pricing and resource allocation decisions of individuals are not inconflict with collective or social interest. In case of market failures government regulation i.e., Muhtasib allowed.
Personal Freedom of enterprise
Almost unlimited personal freedom in capacity of a producer with no corresponding emphasis onresponsibility.
Personal freedom of an enterprise with responsibility as limited by the shariah.
Barriers to free market (Imperfect markets)
Government regulation to control barriers advocated.
Condemned and treated synomymously with oppression (zulm), Muhtasib to markets) take care.
Government intervention
Government's existence only for public/social goods, governments' regulatory policies are allowed just to allow the market to work freely and no to intervention for ensuring social justice.
Much wider role of government intervention: through the institution of Muhtasib or Ombudsman to ensure justice for consumers/producers, buyers/sellers, regulate as well correct market forces.
Inequality
Any amount of inequality is tolerated as long as it results from free market freedom of enterprises, no or limited
That much of inequality which results, from differences in talent, skills, hard work, experience, legal inheritance intervention from government, for is tolerated but unethical factors, unjust unfettered absolute ownership policies promoting gross inequalities are in favor of perpetuating unequal opportunities are strongly discouraged.
Poverty
To be taken care of by free market forces, no intervention of any form is by advocated although lately, social welfare system introduced with all the concomitant negative effects morality, unwillingness work hard, total supply of labour and productivity.
Since poverty leads to disbelief, it needs to be eradicated even by intervention by government with restrictions imposed on e some of the fundamental economic ideas on as stated above.
Growth, Progress or Change
Only measured in quantitative terms by GNP/GDP or expanding opportunities or capabilities and avariciousness promoting growth; excepting those assumptions like are maximization of material gains as required under fundamental general economic ideas, no other positive or negative values are referred to.
Essential for getting rid of poverty, no Change avariciousness, growth to maximize 'Falah' only, such Islamic values as; Infaq, Ihsan, Iqtisad, taawun, abstinence from zulm, iktinaz and miserliness expected to create appropriate atmosphere for development; while achieving falah measured both by . 
Borrowings/External Capital
Approved as a means to attain the ends for attaining material satisfaction through growth or utilization in the presence of expanding economic opportunities regardless of the distribution in the resources/assets and ownership.
All interest based borrowings/ Capital transactions condemned and treated synonymously with unproductive, exploitative and wasteful expenditures by States/ individuals are condemned in favor of partnership, cooperation, unleashing entrepreneurial ability; Borrowings/external capitals under PLS are strongly encouraged to promote inclusive growth with better distributional al implication discouraged infavour of selfreliance.
Consumer Behaviour Utility maximizer only subject to budget (income) constraint, utilities are independent.
Utility maximizer subject to the maximization of good deeds (through charity in the path of God) i.e, Falah for both worlds, utilities are interdependent.
Consumption Theories
Of the four hypotheses developed so far namely, Abdolute Income, Relative Income, Permanent Income and Life-Cycle, only Relative. Income Hypothesis takes cognizance of interdependent utility behavior.
All the four hypotheses excepting Relative income are in contrast with IWV because of independent nature of utility behavior.
Luxurious and Ostentatious consumption behaviour
No restriction on item of body shop subject to budget constraint.
Extravagance (israt), Westeful ostentations consumption (tabzir), consumption (Itrat) and miserliness (bukhul) strongly discouraged but expenditure for adequate needs (kafat) encouraged to promote overall economic activities for job creation.
Social Security Scheme for Poor Consumers
Extended social security system pursued with all the concomitant negative effects on incentive to work, physical labour, and breakdown of family institution for the sake of promoting personal level freedom i.e. unmarried / single mother.
Institution of Infaq (voluntary restraint on consumption particularly of non-essentials to replace state initiated social security system with all the negative effects.
Psychological law of the consumer
Cardinal and ordinal measurement of utility, substitution effects, consumer surplus, elasticity concepts are widely applied.
Value-neutral concepts like those under the psychological law of the consumer can be equally applied.
. Producer Behaviour No restriction on the quantity and the and type of goods and services to produced, effective demand is the government to regulate all types of imperfect markets only for the sake of promoting perfect market, profit is the only consideration behind production of anything.
No forbidden ie. harmful goods be services to be produced. All factors in favour of promoting imperfect markets primary determinant of production, through deceptive advertising, speculation, of hoarding, discrimination information are false categorically discouraged infavour of free market. High priority for producing need-based as apposed to want-based goods and services, effective need and not demand is the criterion of production, performing social obligation and not profit maximization is the primary consideration behind production of all permissible (halal) goods and services.
Price to be charged in product market:
To be determined by the equality of marginal revenue with marginal cost with no emphasis on marginal social revenue and marginal social cost, no special obligation, profit maximizing level of price based on competitive condition.
Just price based on full cost or average cost principle taking into account cooperation and compassion and not cut-throat competition, producer has a special obligation (parde Kefaya) for the society, producer to remain satisfied with fair/just level of profit and not excessive level of profit.
Concept of factors of production:
Land:
As a free gift of nature, efficient utilization of land like any other factor emphasized, rent as a share of land by land lord accepted.
As a part of this earth, land belongs to God, land lord cannot charge any rent just like capitalist charging interest unless the owner of land as a factor puts his capital and labour on the land. Land lord can also go for Mudaraba or profit or loss sharing contract if he can put only capital but no labour of his own. Hence unfavorable share-cropping is discouraged. Unlike secular world view, landlord forfeits the rights to his land even though legally acquired for not utilizing land for three consecutive years.
Labour: Treated like any other factor i.e., capital (machine) or land, wages as remuneration to be determined by the marginal productivity theory with no emphasis on needs of the labour, trade union for seeking the rights of labour not encouraged under the assumption of free factor market rules.
Income earned through the use of one's own labour is most honoured in' the eyes of God, labour's share to be determined not by marginal productivity theory but by the needs of the labour with average family size, labour to be treated as partner (like mudarib using capital) in the production process, institution ensuring reasonable wages is encouraged to stabilize fluctuation in wage level; trade unions allowed to negotiate fair wages based on consultation (shura) for the mutual interest of employees and employers.
Capital: Plays the most crucial role under free-market capitalistic system, the life blood in the production process and hence claims its share or price called interest rate which is predetermined; discriminatory fiscal and monetary policies taken to favour those who can save more and contribute to capital formation and hence economic growth.
Most controversial factor, not even recognized by some scholars on the plea that capital is labour embodied, a dead factor incapable of doing anything without the active factor labour. Interest is condemned with strongest words for three reasons polarization or concentration of income, exploitation in terms of unlawful transfer from poor to rich and encouraging laziness.
Organizer/ Entrepreneur
As a risk-taker deserves profit as its share. Capital and entrepreneurship (skilled. labour) merged together to qualify for profits subject to mudaraba principle of contract. 
